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Simple Ac 1 1es to Help
Provide Physical Toucli

When IZids are Overwhelmed 
by Sensory Stimulation 

By Springbrook Autism Behavioral Health Team 

P 
hysical touch is a basic human need for everyone, 
including children with autism-even children who 
have sensory processing disorders and may be de
fensive against touch. Touch is a natural instinct 
that provides emotional security. It's also the eas

iest of the five love languages1 to use unconditionally, which 
means using physical touch strongly telegraphs: "I love you!" 
On the other hand, failing to touch your child shouts just as 
strongly: "I don't love you!" Clearly, this can put parents into 
a no-win situation if their child avoids touch altogether or is 
reluctant to allow it. Even with a touch-defensive child, there 
are ways to communicate love through physical touch. 

How to tell if physical touch is your child's 
love language 

Is it even possible for a child who is touch-resistant to have 
physical touch as a primary love language? Absolutely! Being 
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resistant to touch is typically a purely physical response due 
to a sensory integration or sensory modulation issue. Physi
cal touch as a love language, however, fills an emotional role 
for your child, separate from the physical response. Certain 
kinds of touch may actually be distracting, upsetting, or even 
painful to your child, but that doesn't mean your child doesn't 
need touch. 

Here are a few clues that suggest physical touch may be your 
child's love language: 

• Your child asks for or seeks out hugs or likes to cuddle

Often, children who shy away or push you away when you
try to hug them will find ways to hug you instead. When
you are hugging your spouse, does your child try to get in
the middle of the hug? Does your child like to cuddle with
a blanket or a favorite stuffed animal? These are signs your
child expresses love through touch.
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